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Kenichiro Hirano?
Foreword
 
In the spring of2005,I taught a graduate
 
seminar at the Graduate School of Interna-
tional Studies of Seoul National Univer-
sity for one semester. I was invited there
 
by the initiative of Professor Kim Yong-
Deok,then the dean of the GSIS,to teach
 
the course as an invited professor.As far
 
as I am informed,I am the first Japanese
 
who was invited to teach a whole course in
 
any field of social sciences and humanities
 
at Seoul National University in its fifty
 
year history.Thus, it is perhaps required
 
of me to keep the record in a printed form
 
of the contents of my teaching there.
I arrived at SNU on March 2,2005.On
 
the previous day,South Korean President
 
Roh Moo-Hyun delivered his March 1?
speech in which he severely criticized the
 
Japanese government’s policies toward
 
Korea, bringing an abrupt change to the
 
mood between Korea and Japan which
 
everyone considered to have been increas-
ingly improved to be a friendly one.It so
 
happened that on the day of my arrival,
Seoul National University held a cere-
mony to celebrate the inauguration of its
 
Center for Japanese Studies.After so many
 
years during which many people in both
 
countries had wanted in vain a program
 
for Japanese studies to be launched at the
 
most prestigious institution in Korea, the
 
Center was finally established by the
 
efforts of people such as Professor Kim
 
Yong-Deok, when the Korean-Japanese
 
relations turned precarious again. The
 
Japanese ambassador who was expected
 
to be present at the ceremony could not
 
make it to the campus,because demonstra-
tors besieged the embassy.
Two days later, I gave the first of my
 
classes that were to add up to twelve
 
altogether in four months. I made three
 
round trips between Tokyo and Seoul, in
 
part by taking the advantage of my half-
year sabbatical from Waseda University.
Enrolled in the course were about fifteen
 
graduate students,mostly M.A.students,
among whom there were two students
 
from Norway,one from Japan and a few
 
overseas Korean youths who had come to
 
Korea for study. The class sessions, two
 
sessions a week, each consisting of my
 
lecture in the first ninety minutes and
 
discussions in the second ninety minutes,
were conducted in English.
Since the course was classified as a
“Seminar on Area Studies― Asia and the
＊ Professor, School of Political Science and Eco-
nomics,Waseda University,until March 2008.
World”, I selected the history of modern
 
Korean-Japanese relations in the interna-
tional contexts as the theme of my lec-
tures. The political situation suddenly
 
becoming tense made me all the more
 
nervous of the sensitivity of the theme I
 
picked up.I remember I was nervous and
 
tense when starting the first lecture.I must
 
state for the record, however, that the
 
students never threw overtly harsh politi-
cal comments to me throughout the course.
On the contrary, they were quite under-
standing and cooperative to be engaged
 
together with me in intellectual inquiries
 
into the context and the history in which
 
the Korean-Japanese relations had devel-
oped.Needless to say,I designed and con-
ducted the course fully independently.
It must be emphasized again that my
 
lectures were the first ever a Japanese
 
professor delivered in a field other than
 
natural sciences at Seoul National Univer-
sity since its establishment more than fifty
 
years ago. Few people in either country
 
would have considered it possible for a
 
Japanese to conduct classes at the univer-
sity in a full-fledged manner, entrusted
 
with the full responsibility for a class for a
 
full semester. It would have been all the
 
more unthinkable that the Japanese would
 
lecture on the modern history of interna-
tional relations in East Asia, notably
 
between the two nations.That is exactly
 
what I did in the spring of2005.
As stated above, the Korean-Japanese
 
relations became bitter again when I start-
ed my class in Seoul.The postwar Korean-
Japanese relations followed a precarious
 
course, to say the least,with enmity and
 
unfriendliness on both sides and with a full
 
range of thorny postwar and postcolonial
 
questions.The heaviest burden is of course
 
the question of historical  memories.
Democratization of Korean politics and
 
society wrought by Korean people’s strug-
gles changed the relationship between the
 
two nations to a friendlier one a little over
 
ten years ago.Its sudden return to familiar
 
acrimony only testified that despite appar-
ent improvements,many of the questions,
especially that of historical memories,are
 
still unresolved. Yet, the fact that I was
 
able to carry out the class as I had planned
 
tells that foundations have been built up
 
for a stable relationship.
Academic exchanges have played a sig-
nificant role to lay and solidify the founda-
tions for friendly relationship. For
 
instance,my having assisted a number of
 
Korean students in studying at Japanese
 
universities and graduate schools for a fair
 
number of years surely prepared me for
 
teaching Korean students in Korea. Inter-
national cultural, academic and intellec-
tual exchanges do have their effects in
 
longer terms.
In the temporarily tense situation, I
 
delivered my lectures as I planned.In fact,
I had confidence in giving the Korean
 
students the same lectures that I had con-
structed and delivered mainly for Japanese
 
students in Japan over a number of years.
It is academic interests alone, with no
 
political consideration, that guided me in
 
search of plausible understanding of the
 
history. “Lecture notes” in the subtitle
 
notwithstanding, the following is nothing
 
but a reproduction of all the slides of
 
Power Point presentations I showed for
 
the lectures.In other words,this is exactly
 
the record of my lectures,of what I told the
 
students. For that reason, it can be said
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 that this is a historically significant
 
record, worthy of being published as
 
presented.
As for the contents of the following lec-
tures and the nature of my analyses and
 
narratives,a number of significance can be
 
pointed out.First,throughout the lectures,
I try to address the history of modern
 
Japanese-Korean relations head-on. I do
 
that by selecting and analyzing major inci-
dents and issues in modern Japanese-
Korean relations,from the opening of the
 
two countries,their modernization efforts
 
and conflicts down to their current rela-
tions.
Secondly, I  place the history of
 
Japanese-Korean relations in the contexts
 
of contemporary East Asia and of global
 
international relations. In this way of
 
understanding of the history, no incident
 
took place and no issue developed solely
 
between Korea and Japan, in separation
 
from the contexts; any Japanese action
 
toward Korea is explained to have been a
 
Japanese reaction to regional and global
 
developments and the same applies to the
 
Korean side. I presented to the Korean
 
students eyeball-to-eyeball this way of
 
understanding of the history that tends to
 
be non-apologetic. At the same time, I
 
always stress that this causal reasoning
 
however does not give Japan and the
 
Japanese any excuse for their wrong doing
 
toward Korea and the Koreans. Contex-
tual understanding does not absolve Japan
 
as an international political entity and the
 
Japanese as a nation of their historical
 
mistakes.The students generally accepted
 
my explanations and seemed to be induced
 
to think that Korea and Japan had been
 
under the same destiny of the contexts and
 
yet why the two had been separated into
 
different courses.
Thirdly,I adopt a specific viewpoint as a
 
consistent yardstick by which to analyze
 
and narrate the history. Standing out
 
through my lectures, the viewpoint, origi-
nal and unique to my understanding of
 
international history, is cultural relations
 
and,related to them,people’s cross-border
 
migrations. To be more specific, interna-
tional cultural relations are relations of
 
cultural exchanges, flows and conflicts
 
between nations and subsequent changes in
 
national cultures. In short, views at cul-
tural relations and cultural changes pro-
vide a consistent and systematic under-
standing of international history.
Finally and generally,what I am propos-
ing through my Seoul lectures and other
 
endeavors is an attempt at “global his-
tory”. Historians who have cooperated
 
internationally to resolve the question of
 
differing national histories have come to a
 
temporary conclusion that it may be a
 
way-out for them to jointly write a
“regional history”,in place of trying so far
 
in vain to write a common history text-
book.As I understand it, they are getting
 
closer to the idea of global history.
“Global”means not simply“of globe”,“of
 
the whole”,but“considering all parts rela-
tive to the whole”. Methodologically
 
speaking, to understand the modern his-
tory of Japanese-Korean relations in the
 
regional and global contexts is an attempt
 
at global history. And cultural relations
 
can be a vantage point for approaching it.
Below are the course description I dis-
tributed for the class registration,the com-
position and the schedule of the course,the
 
lecture notes for twelve sessions and the
 instructions for mid-term papers and a list
 
of the titles of the students’final papers.In
 
appendix,I print my English translation of
 
a part of conversations between Mori
 
Arinori and Li Hong-zhang that took place
 
in 1876which I regard as one of the most
 
significant documents of the modern inter-
national relations in East Asia.
1. Course Description
 
Seoul  National  University Graduate
 
School of International Studies
 
SEMINAR ON AREA STUDIES―ASIA
 
AND THE WORLD
 
Spring semester 2005
Professor HIRANO Kenichiro
 
Waseda University
 
e-mail:hiraken＠waseda.jp
 
This seminar intends to examine inter-
national and transnational relations inside
 
East Asia ― Korea, China and Japan ―
and across the region.The emphasis is on
 
the flows of people and culture across the
 
borders.Looking back to the early modern
 
history of transnational relations in and
 
across East Asia, we hope to obtain in-
sights into the contemporary and future
 
international relations in the region.
Organization:
Two sessions weekly(Monday and Fri-
day)during the three periods of March4-
18, April 25-May 9, and June 3-10. Each
 
session will consist of a short lecture,fol-
lowed by discussions on the readings and
 
the lecture.
Readings:
In addition to three textbooks listed
 
here,further readings will be suggested for
 
each session.Discussions will focus on the
 
designated pages of the textbooks and
 
additional readings for each session. For
 
some of the sessions,the lecturer will dis-
tribute copies of related material translat-
ed into English by him specially for this
 
course.
The textbooks are:
Carter J.Eckert,Ki-baik Lee,Young Ick
 
Lew, Michael Robinson and Edward
 
Wagner,Korea Old and New: A His-
tory,Ilchokaku Publishers,1990.
Andrew Gordon,A Modern History of
 
Japan,Oxford University Press,2003.
Kenichiro Hirano, Kokusai Bunka-ron
(International  Cultural  Relations),
Tokyo University Press, 2000. (This
 
book is available in Korean translation:
Kokche Munhua lun, Pulbit Publishing
 
Co.,Seoul,2004.Those of you who read
 
Korean,please get hold of this transla-
tion.)
Examinations, Assignments and Grad-
ing :
There will be two “term papers”that
 
students should e-mail to the lecturer as
 
attachments in MS Word.For each paper,
you will be asked to write short essays on
 
topics you choose that are related to the
 
lectures and readings.The midterm paper
 
is due March 31. The final paper is due
 
June13.
The class will be divided into four
 
groups so that students of each group will
 
in turn submit one-page Summary and
 
Evaluations of the readings(including the
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 textbooks)for each session as the basis of
 
class discussions. In other words,you are
 
required to write and submit three Sum-
maries and Evaluations.These papers are
 
due in hard copy by class time, and they
 
should briefly summarize the main argu-
ments of the readings and evaluate (or
 
critique)the arguments.
Grading :
Midterm paper (25%)
Final paper (25%)
Summary and evaluations (30%)
Participation and attendance(20%)
2. Lecture Topics and Readings
 
Session 1 (March 4):Exchanges between
 
Korea and Japan in Early Modern Period
 
Textbooks:
Eckert,et al.,Korea Old and New,chap-
ter 10.
Gordon, A Modern History, chapters 1
and 5.
Session 2(March 7):Encounters with the
 
West:China,Japan and Korea
 
Textbooks:
Eckert,et al.,Korea Old and New,chap-
ter 12.
Gordon,A Modern History,chapter 4.
Readings:
Kenichiro Hirano,“The Westernization
 
of clothes and the state in Meiji Japan,”
in Kenichiro Hirano,ed.,The State and
 
Cultural  Transformation : Perspectives
 
from East Asia,United Nations Univer-
sity Press,1993,pp.121-131.
“Minutes of the Second Meeting of Mori
 
Arinori, Japanese Minister to China,
with Li Hong-zhang, Governor-General
 
of Qing Empire, on January25,1876in
 
Baoding, China,” translated from
 
Japanese by Kenichiro Hirano.
Session 3 (March 11):Learning from the
 
West
 
Textbooks:
Eckert,et al.,Korea Old and New,chap-
ter 13.
Gordon,A Modern History,chapter 5.
Reading :
Ian Nish,ed.,Iwakura Mission in Amer-
ica& Europe,Japan Library,Richmond,
Surrey,1998,Introduction.
Session 4 (March 14):People’s Transbor-
der Movements in Early Days
 
Readings:
Michael Weiner,Race and Migration in
 
Imperial Japan,Routledge,1994,chapter
1.
In-Jin Yoon, “The Korean Diaspora,”
The Encyclopedia of Diasporas, Human
 
Relations Area Files,Inc.,2004.
Session 5 (March 18):Korea’s Open-door
 
and Enlightenment Policy and China and
 
Japan
 
Textbook:
Eckert,et al.,Korea Old and New,chap-
ter 13.
Reading :
Kenichiro Hirano, “Interactions among
 
Three Cultures in East Asian Interna-
tional Politics during the Late Nine-
teenth Century:Collating Five Different
 
Texts of Huang Zun-xian’s ‘Chao-xian
 
Ce-lue’ (Korean Strategy),” Waseda
 
COE-CAS Working Paper 5,November
2003.
Session 6 (April 25):The Reception and
 
Transformation of Social Darwinism in
 
Japan,China and Korea
 
Textbooks:
Gordon,A Modern History,chapter 8.
Eckert,et al.,Korea Old and New,chap-
ter 14.
Reading :
Benjamin I. Schwartz, In Search of
 
Wealth and Power : Yen Fu and the
 
West, Harvard University Press, 1964,
chapter 3.
Session 7 (April 29): Japan’s Cultural
 
Expansion
 
Textbook:
Eckert,et al,Korea Old and New,chap-
ter 17.
Reading :
Tessa Morris-Suzuki, “Becoming Japa-
nese: Imperial Expansion and Identity
 
Crises in the Early Twentieth Century,”
Sharon Minichiello,ed.,Japan’s Compet-
ing Modernities: Issues in Culture and
 
Democracy, 1900-1930, University of
 
Hawaii Press,1998,pp.157-180.
Session 8 (May 2):Japanese Empire and
 
Cultural Questions
 
Textbook:
Gordon,A Modern History, chapter 10,
pp.167-181,chapter 11,pp.186-203.
Reading :
Hirano Kenichiro, “Domination and
 
Assimilation: The Emergence of the
 
Idea of Manchukuo,” Journal of the
 
Japan-Netherlands Institute,vol. II,1990,
pp.31-42.
Session 9 (May 6):Post-war Japan and
 
Korea and China: Exchanges of People
 
and Culture
 
Reading :
Kaku and Hirano,eds.,Japan and Inter-
national Intellectual Exchanges in the
 
21??Century,The Japan Times,2005,pp.
130-137,159-166.
Session 10 (May 9):Migration in Asia-
Pacific Today
 
Reading :
Stephen Castles and Alastair Davidson,
Citizenship and Migration :Globalization
 
and the politics of belonging, Palgrave,
2000,chapter 8.
Session 11(June 3):International Exchange
 
in East Asia Today
 
Reading (for discussions in the final ses-
sion):
Keiichi Tsunekawa, “Why So Many
 
Maps There?:Japan and Regional Coop-
eration,”T. J. Pempel, ed., Remapping
 
East  Asia: The Construction of  a
 
Region, Cornell University Press, 2005,
pp.101-148.
Session 12 (June 10): Globalization and
 
Regionalization in East Asia:New East
 
Asian Community?
Textbooks:
Gordon,A Modern History, chapters 12
and 17.
Eckert,et al.,Korea Old and New,chap-
ter 17.
Supplementary classes by Professor Kim
 
Yong-Deok
 
March 25,May15and June20
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 3.Lecture Notes
 
Session 1:Exchanges between Korea and
 
Japan in Early Modern Period
 
1) Korean embassies to Tokugawa Japan
 
Year  Shogun  Korean King  Ambassador  No.of retinue
1607 Hidetada  Sonjo  Yo Ugil 467
1617 Hidetada  Kwanghaegun  O Yun’gyom 428
1624 Iemitsu  Injo  Chong Ip 300
1636 Iemitsu  Injo  Im Kwang 475
1643 Iemitsu  Injo  Yun Sunji 462
1655 Ietsuna  Hyojong  Cho Hyong 468
1682 Tsunayoshi  Sukchong  Yun Chiwan 475
1711 Ienobu  Sukchong  Cho T’aeok 500
1719 Yoshimune  Sukchong  Hong Ch’ijung 479
1748 Ieshige  Yongjo  Hong Kyehui 475
1764 Ieharu  Yongjo  Cho Om 472
1811 Ienari  Sunjo  Kim Igyo 336
Figure 1. Korea at the center of East Asia
 Korean Embassies:
Purposes:Reconciliation,Prisoner repa-
triation,Congratulations on succession
 
Why did Korean court  send the
 
embassies?
1)Hideyoshi invasion (1592-98)
→ Japan,outlaw state in East Asia
 
peace restored in 1609
2)prisoners of war, abductees such as
 
potters
3)Korea:superior to Japan
 
Japanese people watched processions
 
with great interest.
No armed conflict between two countries
 
for 275years― exceptional
← good relations thanks to diplomacy
 
2) Tsushima’s dual position and clever diplo-
macy
 
Tsushima: dual tributary in between
 
Japan and Korea
 
shrewd diplomacy as a go-between
 
proper names for the Tokugawa Shogun
 
and the King of Korea, and Chinese
 
emperor
 
Tsushima forgery of diplomatic docu-
ments
← great interest in trade with Korea and
 
Japan
 
Tsushima during the Tokugawa period:
Tsushima’s tributes to Korean court for
 
the procurement of rice
 
Tsushima’s legation in Korea
 
permanent trading factory, Waegwan
(Japan house),草梁項,Pusan
 
never allowed to the court;instead dealt
 
with by local officials at Tonne
 
flows of goods and people via Tsushima
 
3) Disputes over Diplomatic Documents in
 
1868
 
Japan’s Meiji restoration (1868)
Political power shift from Tokugawa
 
shogunate to imperial court
 
Meiji government notified to foreign
 
countries
(1)the restoration of imperial rule;
(2)that Japan enter the world system of
 
international law.
Japan’s entry into new international sys-
tem
 
Old vs.new diplomacy:
Meiji government appointed the former
 
daimyo of Tsushima the envoy to inform
 
Korea of the restoration.
Formal diplomatic letter rejected by
 
Tonne officials on the reasons:
1)two Chinese characters (「皇」、「勅」)
used improperly
2)seals different from former seals
 
Japanese missions repeatedly rejected
 
Japanese government believed it was
 
doing what was considered proper in
 
modern international relations.
Qing court reportedly admitted the inde-
pendency of Korea.
4) Chinese world order vs.modern interna-
tional order
 
Korea -Tsushima relations
→ Korea vs.Meiji Japan
→ China vs.Japan
 
ie.,Chinese world order vs.new interna-
tional order
 
Yi dynasty Korea’s exit from the Chinese
 
world order =Korea’s independence:one
 
of Japan’s utmost diplomatic goals
→“expedition against Korea”advocated
(1873)
Unyo incident (1875)
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 Treaty of Kanghwa (1876)
?1 “Korea is an independent and
 
autonomous country,equal to Japan”
Ryukyu:parallel case:Ryukyu was dual
 
tributary to China and Tokugawa Japan
(Satsuma)
in1871,Ryukyu islanders drifted to east
 
coast of Taiwan and killed by residents.
Meiji government demanded China indem-
nities and apologies.
Qing court evasive, maintaining that
 
natives were uncivilized,outside of Chi-
nese jurisdiction.
To Conclude:
in 1874, Japan’s argument was approved
 
according to international law of the West.
Ryukyu islanders were“Japanese”.
Japanese government took advantage of
 
international law.
Chinese world order ―hierarchical vs.
Modern international order― equal sover-
eignty
 
Session 2:Encounters with the West :
China, Japan and Korea
 
1) China’s Encounter with the West
 
Western Impact:
First waves(16?-17?centuries):Catho-
lic missionaries
 
e.g.Matteo Ricci (1552-1610),Adam
 
Schall,Ferdinand Verbiest
 
proselytization to Christianity→ some
 
converts
 
diffusion of cultural elements and
 
learning of Renaissance Europe
 
Qing emperor:China =rich and self-
sufficient.
haughty benevolence
 
rivalries among Catholic sects
 
disputes on how to propagate Chris-
tianity
 
pragmatist vs.fundamentalist
 
Qing emperor disliked being embroiled
→ expelled missionaries (in 1723)
Second Waves (19?century):from the
 
sea,seeking trade
 
industrial capital,free trade
 
Lord Macartney (in 1793) / Lord
 
Amherst (in 1816)/Lord Napier (in
1834)
rejected by Qing court;for“China,big
 
and rich”
country traders trading opium
 
Lin Ze-xu’s confiscation of opium
(1839)→ opium war and China’s
 
defeat
 
Nanking treaty system (unequal trea-
ties)
extraterritoriality (consular jurisdic-
tion), tariff autonomy lost, most-
favored-nation
 
Christian mission
 
Western studies:
Wei Yuan:Hai-guo tu-chi (Illustrated
 
Gazetteer of the Countries Overseas),
1844
“learning their superior technology in
 
order to control them”(→ later, self-
strengthening)
Xu Ji-yu:Ying-huan zhi-lue (A Brief
 
Survey of the Maritime Circuit),1850
up-to-date, synthesized account of each
 
Western country,with accurate maps
 
2) Japan’s Encounter with the West
 
Commodore Perry to Uraga
 
Treaty of Kanagawa,1854
Treaty of Shimoda,1858
unequal treaties
“son-no jo-i”(honor the emperor and expel
 
the barbarians) movements against the
 Tokugawa shogunate→ imperial restora-
tion in 1868
Japanese views of China suffering the
 
defeat in the Opium war
 
in 1862,Chitose-maru to Shanghai
 
Takasugi Shinsaku on board
 
lessons taken:
reform or conserve; strong or weak
 
nation;China centered or not
→①“take their strengths and make up our
 
weaknesses”
②“lips-teeth, wheel-hub relationship”
(mutual dependence;bound to stand
 
and fall together)
origins for Japan’s modernization and
 
Asianism (and eventual invasion of Asia)
Japanese learning from the West:Toku-
gawa bakufu,in its last effort
 
Nagasaki naval school(1855)
Institute for researching Western books
(1856)
Minister of foreign affairs (1868)
Diplomatic missions to USA (1860); to
 
Europe(1861)
Sending students to England (1866)
Paris exhibition (1867)
3) Korea’s Encounter with the West
 
Policy of rigid seclusion
 
annual tribute to Peking continued to
 
the1860s
 
Taewon’gun: anti-foreign, anti-Chris-
tian
← China’s experiences
 
French Disturbance of1866
American Disturbance of1871
F. F. Low, American minister to
 
China, sent to the river mouth to the
 
capital,in vain.
in 1880, Li Hong-zhang changed his
 
Korean policy, advising Korea to get
 
into treaty relations with all trading
 
powers
 
in 1882, Shufeldt treaty, recognizing
 
Korea’s independence
 
Korean learning of the outside world:
Learning from China
 
tributary missions / special missions /
through Chinese books / correspon-
dence with Li Hong-zhang,etc.
Learning from Japan?
Missions to Japan since1876
1?)1876.4.29-5.7 金綺秀
2??)1880.6.26 - 8.11 Kim Hong-Jip
(金弘集)
3?)1881.8.27-11.10 趙 鎬
4?)1882.8.10 - 11.27 Pak Yong-hyo
(朴泳孝)
Mission to the USA,in 1883
4) Entanglements among three East Asian
 
countries
 
Li Hong-zhang -Mori Arinori conversa-
tions in January1876,in Baoding,China
 
Mori wanted China to admit the indepen-
dence of Korea
 
discussions on the Westernization of
 
clothes in Japan
［Read sub-text /material］
Seesion 3:Learning from the West
 
1) Japan:Iwakura mission
 
Prime Minister Sanjo’s farewell address:
“Our country’s security depends upon
 
relations with foreign countries and our
 
country’s honor or disgrace de-pends
 
upon the mission’s ability.
Imperial restoration achieved, it is the
 
time to attempt at equality with other
 
countries overseas and it is your mission
 
to go abroad for millions of miles away….”
Iwakura Mission
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 Purpose:① formal diplomacy
② preliminary negotiations for treaty
 
revision
③ investigation into institutions and
 
facts and things of modern states
 
Period:1871.11.12-1873.9.13
Size:107members in total
46official members,18attendants and
43students
 
Countries visited:USA,England,France,
Belgium,Netherlands,Germany,Rus-
sia, Denmark, Sweden, Germany,
Italy,Austria,Switzerland,France
 
Planning of the Mission:
Guido Verbeck (1830-98), “Brief
 
sketch”(1869.3.)to Okuma Shigenobu
 
Search for the Model:(cf.Hirano,chap-
ter 4,section 2)
How many days?
205days in USA
122days in England
70days in France
33days in Germany
27days in Switzerland
26days in Italy
18days in Russia
16days in Austria
11days in Holland
8days in Belgium
 
How many volumes in Kume’s re-
ports?
20volumes for USA
20volumes for England
10volumes for Germany
9volumes for France
6volumes for Italy
5volumes for Russia
3volumes each for Belgium,
Netherlands,Austria and Switz-
erland
 
Figure 2. Routes of Iwakura Mission
 Impressions:
USA: material power; free and in-
dependent people
 
England:trade and industry
 
France:nation of liberty;class con-
tradictions
 
Germany:logics and policy of power
 
right after establishing a united
 
imperial nation
 
Russia:liberation of serfs
 
Big countries or small countries?
“If the people are mentally indepen-
dent,we should not be fearful of a big
 
country nor disdainful of a small coun-
try.”
“To speak of Europe, small nations
 
who manage to be independent invari-
ably have very vigorous soldiers.”
2) China’s missions for inspection overseas
“yang-wu-pai”(modernizers)
e.g.,Li Hong-zhang
 
Tung-wen guan(Interpreters College)in
1862
W.A. P. Martin, tr., Henry Wheaton’s
 
Elements of International Law,in 1864
First diplomatic mission,1868-70,head-
ed by Anson Burlingame
 
Yung Wing (1828-1912),graduated from
 
Yale,1854
an educational mission to US in 1872
120 boy students to US colleges
“Americanized”→ conservative’s
 
opposition
 
finished in failure in 1881
Missionary education
 
Protestants: social reform, individual
 
learning
 
3) Korea’s case
 
King Kojong’s enlightenment / self-
strengthening / open-door policies from
1880
in 1881, Gentlemen’s Observation Mis-
sion to Japan 12young officials
 
e.g.,Yu Kil-chun and Yun Ch’i-ho
 
Training mission to China
38 students and artisans led by Kim
 
Yun-sik
“Reject heterodoxy in defense of ortho-
doxy”
vs. “enlightenment thought”(kaehwa sa-
sang)
gradualist approach,pro-China
 
e.g.,Kim Hong-jip,Kim Yun-sik
“Eastern ways,Western machines”
vs. progressives for rapid change,with
 
Meiji Japan as the model
 
e.g.,Kim Ok-kyun,Pak Yong-hyo
 
Enlightenment /Independence Party
 
4) Foreign teachers for Japan
 
Iwakura mission on school education:
“the uneducated are difficult to employ,
the incapable are impossible to use.”
“in ten years,blacks will have produced
 
persons of talent, while uneducated
 
whites will be employed laborers.”
in 1872,education ordinance decreed.
Foreign teachers
 
new Meiji government
← from the line of Dutch learning
 
foreign teachers hired by the bakufu
 
and other han (domains)
to accept new culture → “oyatoi”
(hired foreigners)
e. g. Verveck, Wm. E. Griffis, E. S.
Morse
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 Monthly salaries of some oyatoi :
Verveck ¥600
Morse ¥350
Kindle ¥1,045
cf.Preseident of Tokyo Univ. ¥400
professors of Tokyo Univ. ¥400/¥300
5) Japan’s learning of international law:
the annexation of Ryukyu
 
Martin’s 1864 translation of Henry Whe-
aton’s Elements of International Law
 
imported to “Bansho shirabesho”(Insti-
tute for research on Western books)in
1865as“Bankoku koho”
equality of sovereignty principle
 
smart application of “preoccupation
 
of no-man’s land”principle for Ryu-
kyu annexation (foreign adviser
 
LeGendre)
Session 4:People’s Transborder Move-
ments in Early Days
 
From Seclusion to Opening
 
Opening the country → people’s move-
ments across borders
 
Going out and Coming in:
① shipwrecked
② inspection tours
③ study abroad
④ diplomatic missions
⑤ emigrants
⑥ asylum seekers
 
1) Overseas Chinese
 
Coming in (from Japanese viewpoint):
① diplomatic missions
② for trade and commerce
③ teachers and advisers
 
Overseas Chinese(Hua-qiao)
as traders /as sojourners
 
foreign settlement in Yokohama,1862-
1st Chinese resident in 1861
100residents  in 1864
660residents  in 1867
troubles with Japanese merchants→
prototype of alien registration cards,
in 1869
Regulation law of Chinese residents,in
1870
2) Japanese emigrants
 
in 1841,Manjiro shipwrecked
 
in 1848, gold mines discovered in Califor-
nia
 
in 1866,Bakufu removed the ban on going
 
abroad
 
in1868,first bunch of emigrants to Hawaii
1885- group emigrations on Gov’t con-
tracts
1894- privatization of emigration
 
in 1882, US Act of exclusion of Chinese
 
citizens
 
in 1887,“Japs must go!”
in1900,San Francisco workers’union reso-
lution to boycott Japanese residents
 
hired by national and local
 
governments
 
Meiji (students going abroad):
number of Japanese students studying abroad
1910US census:
Japanese on Pacific coast 57,000
in mountain states 1,000
in East coast 2,000
in Hawaii 80,000
3) People’s movements between Korea and
 
Japan
 
Korean emigration in 1860s-1910
in1860s,entered Manchuria and Russian
 
Far East as displaced people rather than
 
immigrants
 
in 1910,220,000Koreans in China
54,076Koreans in Russia
 
in 1902/03-1905,migration to Hawaii
7,226 contract workers, and “picture
 
brides”
little Korean migration to Japan previous
 
to 1910
in 1909,790Korean residents in Japan
 
Japanese migration to Korea
 
Treaty of Kanghwa (1876)→
a ten-times increase of Korea-Japan
 
trade in 1875-79
in 1885,foreigners’inland travels per-
mitted
 
Japanese rice brokers trading inside
 
Korea→
in1889-93,incidents of“protect grain”
orders
 
4) Japan: Foreign residents question in
 
Meiji
 
Treaty of Shimoda (1858)
Trade and commerce→ Foreign settle-
ments in open ports
 
in 1862,Yokohama settlement with a
 
promenade area 10“li”square wide
(Harris proposed free mixed resi-
dence,free trade and free commercial
 
lease,following US-Siamese treaty)
Mixed residence(“Naichi zakkyo”)issue
 
Foreign settlements = unequal treaties
 
visualized
 
extraterritoriality; consular jurisdic-
tion;low tariffs;separate residence
 
i.e.,internal colonies
⇒ treaty revision: ultimate goal for
 
Meiji diplomacy
 
Treaty revision negotiations (“joyaku
 
kaisei”)
Treaty revision
 
for recovery of tariff autonomy
 
for recovery of judicial rights
 
Western powers’conditions:
to open inland,i.e.,all of Japan
 
to enact modern laws
 
to hire foreign judges to sit  in
 
Japanese courts
 
Controversies on mixed residence
 
Foreign settlements → opening of in-
land;mixed residence
 
in 1874, arguments on foreigners’
travels in inland
 
in 1877,Fukuzawa argued not to per-
mit mixed residence
 
in 1886,Tsubouchi Shoyo,Dreams of
 
mixed residence in future(play)
in 1889～1893, public opinion move-
ments: mixed residence premature
 
Hara Kei,chief of office of commerce,
MOFA
 
to abolish extraterritoriality,Japan
 
must open the inland
 
in 1894,signing of Anglo-Japan treaty
 
of commerce
?1reciprocity of domestic travel and
 
residence in inland
 
Fukuzawa, in 1893,argued for mixed
 
residence
 
Mixed residence for Chinese?
anti-mixed residence movements
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“We may put up with mixed residence
 
with white people,but what shall we
 
do with mixed residence with
 
Chinese?”
Fukuzawa, in 1893, opposed Chinese
 
people’s mixed residence
1899 imperial ordinance: to restrict
 
mixed residence of Chinese workers
 
Japanese nationals,Foreigners,Chinese
1899, Law of Protection of Natives in
 
Hokkaido
 
Nationality Law → Japanese nationals
 
defined
 
treaty revision realized and foreign
 
settlements removed
 
Session 5:Korea’s Open-door and
 
Enlightenment Policy and
 
China and Japan
 
1) Japanese moves to Korean Peninsula
 
Treaty of Kanghwa (1876)
Korea:independent state
“equal rights”between Korea and Japan
→ three open ports
 
lease rights;construction rights;con-
sular jurisdiction; without  tariff
 
clause
→ Japanese people:equal to Korean
 
citizens
 
in 1880
Kim Hong-jip, 修信使 (diplomatic mis-
sion)to Japan
 
Hanabusa Yoshimoto,Japanese minister
 
to Seoul
 
in 1881
Korean Office for the Management of
 
State Affairs (“T’ongni Kimu Amun”)
2) China’s“Korean Strategy”
Huang  Zun-xian’s “Chao-xian Ce-lue”
(Korean Strategy),in Sept.1880
Huang (1848-1905), Secretary, Chinese
 
Embassy in Tokyo,1877-81
later author of Riben Zashi  Shi
(Poems on Japanese Miscellany),
1879, and Riben Guo-zhi (Notes on
 
Things Japanese),1887
Huang’s perception:
1)Russophobia
← geopolitics,power politics,balance
 
of power
2)Korea’s position
 
strategic point,pivot,of Asia /weak-
est link of Asia / domino theory →
China,Japan
 
Huang’s policy proposal:Korea to defend
 
itself against Russia
1)“Keep close to China,Create ties with
 
Japan, and Ally with the United
 
States”(親中国・結日本・聯美国)
2)“Aim to strengthen itself”(図強)
Huang’s understanding of International
 
Politics:
1)balance of power theory
“stellar constellation among the great
 
powers”
2)alliance by treaties
 
China now wanting Korea’s indepen-
dence and autonomy
3)reference to ancient Chinese world
 
order
 
Foreign residents in Japan,1899, 1910
 Cultural factors in “Chao-xien Ce-lue”:
1)Chinese:lingua franca in East Asia
2)China’s paternalism toward Korea
3)Japanese influences through Huang
 
Russian threat;balance of power the-
ory;Japan’s self-strengthening
4)Influence of Chinese culture
 
analogy to Warring States era of
 
China
5)Korea’s resistance
 
3) China’s suzerainty over Korea
 
Korea ― King Kojong’s modernization
 
policy started in 1882, Soldiers’Riot of
1882(Imo Kullan)
Queen Min vs.Taewon’gun
 
Japan vs. China, both dispatching mili-
tary forces
 
Japan:Treaty of Chemulp’o
 
China: traditional suzerainty strength-
ened
 
China→ Korea
1)governor:Yuan Shi-kai
2)advisers:Paul von Mollendorff,Ma
 
Jien-chang
3)treaty of trade and commerce
 
Korea:China’s protectorate in modern
 
sense/suzerain-subject  in traditional
 
sense
 
Korea: enlightenment thought (kaehwa
 
sasang)
Independence Party vs.Sadae Party
 
in 1884,Kapsin Chongbyon coup d’etat
 
Kim Ok-kyun, Pak Yong-hyo, and
 
Japanese minister Takezoe
→ in 1885
Treaty of Hansong with Japan
 
Treaty of Tientsin between China and
 
Japan
 
Li Hong-zhang vs.Ito Hirobumi
“each side to inform the other of
 
military dispatch to Korea”
← Sino-French war (1884-85)
4) Japan’s encroachment into Korea
 
Public opinions in Meiji Japan
 
formation of hard-line opinions in mid-
Meiji
← in early Meiji, movements for lib-
erty and people’s rights (possibility
 
for Asian solidarity)
decisive changes in 1884-85
“extend the state’s rights externally by
 
one inch rather than extend the people’s
 
rights internally by ten inches”
in March 1885
Fukuzawa Yukichi, “Getting out of
 
Asia”
← impacts of Kapsin Chongbyon coup d’
etat;
i.e.,failure of Enlightenment Party in
 
Korea
 
Cultural changes in general
 
Westernization(欧化主義)vs.(cultural)
nationalism (国粋主義)
resistance to foreign cultures→ revival
 
of national essence
 
cf.Herodian vs.zealot(Textbook:Hira-
no,chap.7,esp.pp.179-181.)
Session 6:Social Darwinism in Japan,
China and Korea
 
1) Darwin and Spencer
 
Charles Darwin (1809-1882)
The Origin of Species,1859
“struggle for survival”;“natural selec-
tion”
Herbert Spencer (1820-1903)
Social Statics,1851
“survival of the fittest”
Spencer:nonconformist;society＞ state;
militaristic struggle → industrial strug-
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 gle
 
Social Darwinism:
= theory of social changes based on
“struggle for survival”and “survival of
 
the fittest”
biology→ sociology;organic societies
 
polysemy of the“struggle for survival”
① struggle against environments;
② struggle among individuals of the
 
same species;and
③ struggle among species
 
individuals /groups;
laissez-faire/artificial(vs.natural)
→ struggles among social groups,esp.
nations;
survival of the fittest (winners and
 
losers;the weak to become prey of the
 
strong);ex.,“live in a Darwinian jun-
gle”
vs.“mutual aid”theory
 
2) Social Darwinism in Japan
 
Social Darwinism as the logic of the
 
strong, accepted by the weak =Japanese
 
case
 
partial encounter with SD already in
1874-75
in 1877,translation in abstract of Social
 
Statics;
Matsushima Takeshi,Shakai heiken-ron
(On social equality), 1881-88 bible for
 
the liberty and civil rights movement
 
Edward S.Morse at Tokyo University in
1877-78
in1883,“Dobutsu shinka-ron”(Evolution
 
of animals)
in 1896,1st Japanese translation of The
 
Origin of Species
 
in 1904,popularized theory of evolution
 
On a science journal,1881- :articles on
 
SD ＞ articles on biological D
 
Kato Hiroyuki (1836-1916, 1877- presi-
dent of University of Tokyo)
advocate for natural human rights⇒
in 1879, about-face to advocate state
 
rights
 
Tokutomi Soho (1863-1957)
“commoner-ism”(democracy)⇒
in 1894, On the expansion of the great
 
Japan← retrocession of Liaodong penin-
sula (cf.Gordon,p.119)
Goto Shimpei(1857-1929,1906- 1st presi-
dent of South Manchurian Railway Co.)
On expanding Japan,1916
3) Social Darwinism in China
 
Yen Fu (1853-1922)
old learning→ new learning (“Yang-wu-
pai”)
study in England,in 1877-79
China’s defeat in Sino-Japanese war,
1894-95
Yen Fu’s argument:
technical learning from the West →
changes in institutions → changes in
 
vision
 
Yen Fu
 
in 1898, “Tien-yan-lun”(On evolution)
← Thomas Huxley,Evolution and Ethics
1) evolving / progress (West) vs.
cyclical/stagnation (China)
2)society as an organ;individuals for
 
society
3)“good”egoism→ competition,sur-
vival of the fittest → growth of the
 
whole
4)discovery of nation
5)discovery of public moral
 
freedom /democracy:
not as goals, but as means to make
 
China a powerful nation but Yen Fu’s
 
deep despair of China
 Liang Qi-chao⇒ Korea
 
4) Social Darwinism in Korea
 
Cheon Bok Hee,“Research on Social Dar-
winism in Modern Korean History”,Dong-
buga,1996
SD in Korea:
① indirectly accepted via Japan and
 
China since mid-1870s
② functioned as a logic of self-
strengthening for the weak to become
 
the strong
 
enlightenment thought and evolution the-
ory in the same period,by the progressives
 
Yu Kil-chun,『西遊見聞』(1881-83)
social  competition as  motor  for
 
enlightenment and progress
 
Tongnip Sinmun,mid-1890s-
racist tendency;international politics as
 
outcome of natural selection
 
SD explaining the power mechanism of
 
international arena; and teaching the
 
need to modernize the nation
 
SD to defend the rights of the strong ;to
 
justify imperialism
1905-1910period
 
from Liang Qi-chao’s writings
 
last-minute association of SD with the-
ory of organic state
 
people’s rights as means for building a
 
strong state
→ authoritarianism
 
Session 7:Japan’s Cultural Expansion
 
1) Japanese nation-building
① border-setting ＋ internal coloniza-
tion /expansion
② political/administrative integration
③ economic integration, ie., uniform
 
currency
④ nationality
⑤ cultural integration
 
esp.,national language
 
modern(nation-)state building (a la Karl
 
W.Deutsch):
nation building → state building
 
lacking ethnicity factor?
cases of Korea and Japan←
① mobilization← modernization
② cultural assimilation← school edu-
cation,etc.
2) Japanese nationality
 
Japanese nationality(vs.citizenship)
jus sanguinis /jus soli/jus domicili
?history>
“Jinshin koseki” (family registers of
1872)
family registration act (1898) / old
 
nationality act (1899)/new nationality
 
act (1950) / revised nationality act
(1985)
Japanese constitution
 
sovereignty of the people
 
people:equal before law
 
people =nationals, holders of Japanese
 
nationality
 
nationality by Japanese descent
 
Nationality/ethnicity in East Asia
 
Korea― 99% Koreans
 
Japan― 99% Japanese
 
China― 93% Han Chinese
 
Hong Kong ― 98% Han Chinese
 
Japanese by descent /by naturalization
 
International marriages in Japan
 
in 1980 7,261
in 1993 26,657
3) Japan’s national language
 
languages in /for national integration
 
nation (political community)
=language community speaking one
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 language
 
national language (国語) / standard
 
language(s)/common language(s)/
official (public administration) lan-
guage(s)
Japanese national language
 
Lee Yeounsuk,Kokugo to iu shiso(Ideol-
ogy of Japanese national language),
Iwanami,1996
Mori Arinori:Japanese→ English (1872-
73)
movements for unification of written
 
and spoken Japanese
 
increasing state consciousness
⇒ Japanese national language
 
in 1902,National Language Committee of
 
Ministry of Education
 
Ueda Kazutoshi (1867-1937,1894- pro-
fessor of linguistics at Tokyo Imperial
 
University)
Hoshina Koichi(1872-1955,1902- )
standard language to be instituted
 
first
1904,first government-designated text-
books of national language
⇒ unified language using  Tokyo
 
middle-class dialect
“ultra-nationalization” of Japanese
 
national language
 
policies of ethnic/national assimilation
 
by national language education
 
reformists, not conservatives,worked for
 
expansion of sphere of domination by
 
Japanese language
 
4) Japan’s cultural expansion into Korea
 
and China
 
Japanese attitudes toward Asia:
① rising together with Asia (Korea and
 
China),solidarity with Asia
② getting out of Asia
 
in 1898, Toa Dobun-kai (East Asia Com-
mon Letter Society)in Shanghai
 
in 1900’s,10thousand Chinese students in
 
Japan
 
in 1923, Ministry of Foreign Affairs
 
Department  of Cultural  Enterprises
 
toward China
 
in 1934,Kokusai Bunka Shinko-kai (KBS;
Society for promotion of international
 
culture)
to Taiwan,Korea and Manchuria:
Korea in 1911, Choson education ordi-
nance
 
policies of extension of main island
 
ex.school education,suffrage
⇒ Korean as imperial subjects(“komin-
ka”)
researches on indigenous cultures / cus-
toms in colonies
 
Yanagi Muneyoshi(柳宗悦,1889-1961)
founder of folkcraft movements
 
in 1924,created Choson National Art
 
Museum in Seoul
⇒ Ch’oe Nam-son,Yi Nung-hwa, Song
 
Sok-ha,et al.:Korean folk customs
 
studies
“distinct and dynamic Korean past”
Session 8:Japanese Empire and Cul-
tural Questions
 
1) Japan’s empire building
 
motives:
① economic expansion
 
for resources;market;outlet for pop-
ulation
② military expansion
 
for territories;for more security
③ political expansion
④ cultural expansion
 
cultural expansion in Japan’s empire build-
ing :
?using culture to justify Japan’s expan-
sion
― to provide modernity for late
 
comers
?assimilation,for domination
“oneness”with other Asians
 
Japanese benevolence?
?Japanese idiosyncrasy
 
Shinto shrines
 
Emperor system(“tenno-sei”)mental-
ity
 
2) Manchuria /Manchukuo
 
Russo-Japanese war,1904-05
Prime Minister Saionji’s inspection tour
 
to occupied Manchuria in 1905
postwar“Manchurian management”
“cultural armament”by Goto Shimpei,
1st president of SMR Co.
cultural supremacy of Japanese
 
population pressure in mainland Japan→
Manchuria as its outlet
 
Japanese emigration to Hawaii and
 
California
 
but USA movements and legislations
 
against Japanese immigrants,in1890-
1924
in 1906, anti-Japanese movements in
 
San Francisco
→ self-restriction of emigration by
 
Japanese government
 
plan to settle 500 thousand Japanese in
 
Manchuria;
Komura Jutaro’s proposal to concen-
trate Japanese settlers in Korea and
 
Manchuria;
agricultural colonizers
 
land surveys in Korea → poverty and
 
population pressure on Korea
(230 thousand Japanese in Manchuria
 
in1931;300thousand Koreans in Man-
churia in1921)
Japanese cultural supremacy?
railway; buildings and city planning ;
medical and hygiene facilities;schools;
administration
 
low class Japanese residents
 
supremacy/inferiority
 
Japaneseness vs. imitating modern
 
West
 
Emperor system(“tenno-sei”)mentality
 
ex.,Pu-i’s visits to Japan
 
3) Japan’s colonial rule
 
five characteristics, in comparison with
 
Western empires:
late comer empire⇒
① extension of nation-building ;
② geographical proximity;
③ not imperialism as defined by
 
Lenin;
④ cultural affinity;and
⑤ historical similarity (and dissimi-
larity)
five characteristics⇒
domination by assimilation
← industrial development by Japanese;
racing against surging Chinese nation-
alism;
“racial harmony”;
local  people’s acquiescence and
 
Japanese“benevolence”
4) Japanese advances to Southeast Asia
 
Japan’s expansion:
① northward:
(Ryukyu→ Taiwan)→ Korea→ Sa-
khalin→Manchuria→North China
② southward:
Bonin→ Ryukyu→ Taiwan→ South-
east Asia (“Nan’yo”)
southward expansion to “Nan’yo”
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 first,“karayu-san”(Japanese girls)and
 
pimps,ex.,Muraoka Iheiji
 
second,peddlers and trading companies,
then,consulates
 
Japanese comics “Boken Dankichi”
(Dankichi’s adventures)
carriers of modern culture /civiliza-
tion→ accep ta n ce  b y n a ti v es
(Japanese ideal)
Session 9 :Post-war Japan and Korea
 
and China: Exchanges of
 
People and Culture
 
1) “Cultural state”Japan
 
postwar Japan,starting as“cultural state”
(in Constitution;PM Katayama)
1)internally:healthy and cultural living
 
for people
2)externally:peace loving nation,with
 
no armed force
 
cultural diplomacy, i. e., diplomacy not
 
based upon military power
 
in 1946;KBS restarted
 
popular craze for UNESCO
 
in 1947, Sendai UNESCO Association,
grass-roots movement for Japan to join
 
UNESCO
 
world first non-governmental UNES-
CO organization
 
in 1948, Japan UNESCO Association
 
League
 
in 1951,Japan joined UNESCO
 
2) Korean residents in Japan question
 
in 1939,“moving Koreans to Jap.main
 
island”
in Dec. 1945, Tokyo Korean language
 
school;revised Diet election act,exclud-
ing Korean and Taiwanese residents
 
in 1947,last ordinance under old consti-
tution
 
alien registration law, regarding Ko-
rean and Taiwanese residents as for-
eigners
 
in 1952, Peace Treaty → Korean resi-
dents lost Japanese nationality → its
 
acquisition only by naturalization
 
cf. rights to choose nationality;case
 
of Austria /Germany
 
in 1946, “Mindan”created / “Chosen
 
Soren”
movements to return home in North
 
Korea
 
in 1965,permanent residency by special
 
agreement (“kyotei eiju”)
Korean residents in Japan:
forced migration (→ citizens of Em-
pire?)→ naturalization → assimilation
→ forced identity change
 
Korean residents in Japan:
old comers
“issei”,“nisei”,“sansei”
new comers (since mid-1980s)
Japanese culture changing
 
inter-ethnic marriages increasing
 
young Korean residents’shifting iden-
tities
 
3) Japanese-Chinese friendship exchanges
1)led by economic relations
2)government to government /people
 
to people exchanges
3)influenced by politics /ideologies
4)legacies of history
 
in 1949,Diet members for promotion of
 
trade between Japan and China
 in 1950, Japanese-Chinese Friendship
 
Association
1952-72, Japan-Taiwan / Japan-
mainland China
 
in 1956, Japanese-Chinese Associations
 
for Cultural Exchange swayed by China’s
 
domestic politics
 
4) Grass-roots international exchanges
1990’s-
people’s international exchanges
 
between Korea and Japan,and between
 
China and Japan
 
ex.,Hakone conference of international
 
exchange workers,1988-97
increasing transborder movements of peo-
ple,goods,money and information→
exchanges among non-government orga-
nizations,local governments,grassroots
 
organizations; individual international
 
exchanges
 
Japanese inclination toward Southeast
 
Asia, avoiding difficult questions; de-
pending on US policies
 
questions of historical memories
 
international  exchanges → mutual
 
understanding?
Korea and Japan:Cultural exchange and
 
people’s movements
?elements to be considered:
1)people to people / government to
 
government
2)two ways
3)balance
4)from conflicts(legacies of history)
to security community
5)“soft power”?public diplomacy?
?post-war developments:
peoples’transborder movements ＞
cultural exchange
 
government’s control  of cultural
 
exchange
 
Session 10:Migration in Asia-Pacific
 
Today
 
1) Global migration
“age of global migration”
big increase of international migration
 
from 1960s to 1970s
 
international migrants (IOM estimates)
1990 80,000,000 (15,000,000)
1992 100,000,000 (20,000,000)
Constitution of present-day Japanese society
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2002 185,000,000≒2% of world
 
population
?( ):#of refugees and exiles
 
in 1990,25-30million:foreign workers
 
their remittances =US $ 67billion /
annum (2nd largest trade after oil)
qualitative change
 
in 1973
from emigration to (international)
migration
 
trends of migration:
① globalization
② acceleration
③ differentiation
④ feminization
 
foreign workers:
migrating with “return tickets”
undocumented, overstaying  or chain
 
migration
 
return tickets vs.one-way tickets
← jumbo jets (from 1970)
back and forth vs.once in a life
→ naturalization,assimilation
 
less pressure for assimilation today
 
different types of identity
⇒ changes of the character of national
 
borders
 
2) Migration in Asia-Pacific,past and pres-
ent
 
see Figure3of migrations,1850-1920and
 
of migration from 1973
migration ← push factors ＋ transporta-
tion means＋ pull factors
 
Asia,19th century
 
today
― steam ships
― jumbo jets
19th-20th centuries
 
cf., trans-Atlantic slave trade: 9.5-15
million?
coolies from India /China to Carib-
bean:20-30million?
overseas Chinese(hua-qiao)
population pressure in China, from
1850s
150mil.in early Qing period
400mil.in late Qing period
 
strong ties to locus of origin
“pang”(dialect groups) ― ethnic
 
groups― occupations
 
ex.,four groups in Thailand
 
migration within Asia
 
short-distance movements
 
from local to local, trans-border migra-
tion
 
in both directions
 
to outside Asia,ex.,north America
1870’s: of total 2,742 thousand, 2,252
thousand from Europe
1970’s: of total 4,493 thousand, 1,633
thousand from Asia
 
3) Foreign residents in Japan today
 
cf.,chart of constitution of Japanese soci-
ety,already shown in Session 9.
no longer homogeneous society;
non-Japanese residents:over 1%
old comers /new comers
 
living together in communities
 
ethnic enclaves, ex., Japanese Brasi-
lians
 
increase of international migration
⇔ changing character of national bor-
ders
“porous borders”
impermeable modern borders → porous
 
contemporary borders
 
nation-states defended by national bor-
ders → nation-states holding different,
non-assimilable“others”
new nationalists in opposition to open-
ing Japanese society
 Figure 3. Migration today vs.e-/immigration yesterday
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 4) Korea’s migration questions
 
Korean“diasporas”,esp.in USA,Canada,
Japan,China,CIS ― 5million
 
Korean Chinese who desire to return
 
exiles from North Korea
“compatriot act”
how to define Korean nationals
 
Session 11:International Exchange in
 
East Asia Today
 
1) Transborder  movements  of  people,
goods,money and information
 
Increases of transborder movements from
 
1960’s to 1980’s, in case of Japan
 
Figure 5. Japanese outgoing and foreigners’incoming exchanges,1952-1988
Figure 4. Changes in the volume of Japan’s international exchanges,1968-1988(1968=100)
Transborder movements of people
 
foreign  workers (transnational
 
migrants)
＋ business people,foreign students and
 
trainees,tourists,NGO people,…
＋ refugees
 
Transborder movements of information
 
revolutionary changes in USSR and
 
Eastern Europe, such as the fall of the
 
Berlin wall in 1989
inflows of information from the West
⇒ revolutions in the East?
during the Cold War,
VOA,Radio Free Europe,Radio Lib-
erty, BBC, Deutsche Welle from the
 
West vs.jamming by USSR
 
West Germany’s TV towers along bor-
ders with East Germany and in Berlin
→ information“spill over”to the East
 
ex.,“Heute”(West German TV ZDF)
vs. “Black channel” (East German
 
TV,news caster Schnitzler)
US President Reagan’s prediction?
Dresden and Leipzig :called“ignorant
 
valleys”,but initiated 1989revolution.
question of mass communication/face-to-
face communication
 
transnational movements of people →
trans-national movements of informa-
tion that are more trusted.
Transborder movements of people:signifi-
cant
 
Helsinki declaration (1975)(→ CSCE)
third package on human rights and
 
freedom;
monitoring free movements of people
 
in USSR and East Europe
 
Transborder movements and modern
 
states
 
freedom of movements: fundamental
 
human rights,ie,necessary condition for
 
modern state;
inside the state only,across the border,
very restrictive with passports and visas
 
shift of the nature of national borders:
impenetrable→ porous
 
self-reliant / interdependent and mutu-
ally secure
 
2) International exchange in East Asia
 
today
 
elements to be considered (cf.Session 9)
1) people to people / government to
 
government
2)two ways
3)balance
4)from conflicts(legacies of history)to
 
security community
5)“soft power”? public diplomacy?
in East  Asia, international (=inter-
governmental)exchanges?
people to people international exchanges
← people’s transborder movements
 
liberalization of overseas travels:
Japan― 1964(Tokyo Olympics)
Korea― 1980’s(Seoul Olympics)
China― 1972(China-US Shanghai
 
communique)
in East Asia
 
people to people exchanges are increas-
ing ;
NGO exchanges have begun;
two way exchanges;
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Numbers of people moving (in thousands)
bilateral exchanges, not  yet  multi-
national,regional exchanges;
people-to-people exchanges and inter-
governmental exchanges:not well bal-
anced;
questions of the memories of the history
 
3) Korean-Japanese exchanges
1971/1991
Japan’s export:to Korea― 23times
 
import:from Korea― 45times
 
Japanese entries to Korea― 16times
 
Korean entries to Japan― 14times
 
Japanese students to Korea― 40times
 
Korean students to Japan― 45times
 
Korean-Japanese exchange relationship:
historical asymmetry
 
Japan → Korea:laissez-faire, by pri-
vate sectors
 
Korea→ Japan:regulated by govern-
ment
 
history of Korean-Japanese exchanges
(acc.to Prof.N.Hayashi)
1)1948-1960(Rhee Syngman regime)
2)1960-1987(Park /Chun regimes)
3)1987- (post June29declaration of
 
democratization)
History of Korean-Japanese cultural rela-
tions (Korean side)
1)1948～1960(Rhee Syngman regime)
beginning of diplomacy of cultural
 
propaganda;
Japanese (“wae-sek”) culture to be
 
eradicated:
historical“spill-over”of culture
 
cultural similarities /need of new,
distinct cultural identity
2)1960～1987(Park /Chun regimes)
beginning  of  official  cultural
 
exchanges with Japan;
regulation of unofficial inflows of
 
Japanese mass culture
1972― Korean Association for Pub-
lic Relations
1979― Institute of Korean Culture,
in Tokyo
1964― KAL flights,Seoul-Osaka
1965― banning of Japanese popular
 
Figure 6. People’s movements between Korea and Japan
 songs
1983― (Japan)J-K Cultural Foun-
dation
3)1987- (post June 29 declaration of
 
democratization)
controversies over lifting the ban on
 
Japanese mass culture
1992 ― establishment of Korea
 
Foundation
1994 ― Ambassador Gong  Ro-
Myung’s proposal
 
late 1980’s ― NHK satellite broad-
casting
 
spill-over: from one-way to both-
ways
 
4) Globalization and regionalization
 
Globalization→ global issues
 
environment, diseases (ex., SARS),
drugs,terrorism,nuclear threats,migra-
tion and refugees,American culture,…
Regionalization
 
regional solutions of global issues
 
East Asia lacking of regional institu-
tions
 
Session 12:Globalization and Regional-
ization in East Asia: New
 
East Asian Community?
1) What is East Asia?
Three big problems East Asia faces:
Korea:South-North division
 
China:Mainland-Taiwan issue
 
Japan:historical legacies
 
How to solve these problems peacefully?
inter-governments / inter-nations /
inter-peoples
 
What is East Asia?
Naming :“Asia-Pacific”, “Pacific rim”,
“West Pacific”, “North Pacific”, “East
 
Asia”…
Geographically, Asia-Pacific = East
 
Asia ＋ Northeast Asia ＋ Southeast
 
Asia ＋ South Asia ＋ sea Asia (sub-
regions)
different  coverage and different
 
nuances―
“Pacific rim”:more associated with
 
cooperation with great powers
“Asia-Pacific”: more associated
 
with Asianism
 
Asia-Pacific as a geographical
 
region
 
Asia in broadest sense:48countries
 
Pacific in broadest sense:41coun-
tries
 
Asia-Pacific in broadest sense: 74
countries
 
2) Past attempts for Asian regional inte-
gration
 
PECC (Pacific Economic Cooperation
 
Council)
started in 1980, with Japan, USA,
Canada,Australia,NZ,Korea,ASEAN
 
countries, SPF countries as original
 
members
 
APEC (Asia-Pacific Economic Coopera-
tion)
established in 1989, with Japan, USA,
Canada, Australia, NZ, Korea, and
 
ASEAN countries as original members
(12countries)
EAEC (East Asian Economic Caucus)
proposed in1990,with ASEAN countries
(then six),Japan,Korea and China to be
 
members
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 EAEC as the core of variously proposed
 
regions
 
3) New East Asian community
 
ASEAN ＋ 3(Japan,Korea,China)
in 2004, to form “East Asian Commu-
nity”
1st summit meeting in fall,2005
EAEC revived
 
Not revival of the Greater East Asian
 
Co-prosperity Sphere
 
New East Asian Community: will it
 
succeed?
“East  Asia lacks well-institutionalized
 
frameworks for regional cooperation.”
(Tsunekawa,p.101)
→ open regionalism;different patterns
 
of cooperation
∵ ① relationship with the U.S.,
② transnational  transactions and
 
communication,and
③ domestic constraints and opportu-
nities
 
conditions and problems for East Asian
 
community:
1)globalization
2)regional issues
3)decline of nation-states
4) nation-states formation: remaining
 
question
5)history
6)institution building (cf.FTA’s)
7)hegemony
 
issue areas (acc.to Tsunekawa):
1)military security
2)drug control
3)liberalization of trade and investment
4)financial and monetary cooperation
5)environmental protection.
multi-layered frameworks of regional co-
operation (Hirano)
4) Future Prospects and Tasks
 
East Asian networks
 
network of people’s movement?
ex.telecommunication network
 
Asian identities?
cultural globalization
 
cultural regionalization
“transnational Asia”
Questions of history
 
Question of Japan and for Japan
1)all independent nations /states (vs.
Japanese imperialism),
2) proposed by ASEAN (vs. Japan’s
 
machination),
3)transnational relations
4)Japan’s choice― get out of U.S.and
 
enter Asia
 
4. Announcement regarding
 
Mid-term Paper
 
The mid-term paper is due on March31.
Please email me your paper by that date.
(hiraken＠waseda.jp). For your paper,
pick up one of the following questions and,
on the basis of what you have learnt from
 
the textbooks and the lectures, develop
 
your own thinking about the question.You
 
are of course welcome to do your own
 
analysis on the reading materials and
 
source materials distributed in the class.
The following questions are formulated,
based on the questions raised in your
 
essays.
1.The three East Asian countries were
 
confronted with the same dilemma
 
between the necessity of moderniza-
tion/Westernization and that of preser-
vation of national independence, but
 
they made different reactions and deci-
Figure 7. Main Economic Regions in Asia-Pacific,1991
Figure 8. Schemes for Regional Integration /Cooperation in Asia-Pacific,circa 2003
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 sions.What are the similarities and the
 
dissimilarities among them?
2.The three East Asian countries had had
 
different perceptions of the West and
 
different  ideological  backgrounds.
These differences decided their attitudes
 
toward the West.How did their ideolog-
ical differences affect their attitudes
 
toward the West?
3.Among the three East Asian countries,
Japan followed a different course of
 
history vis-a?-vis Korea and China, and
 
sooner or later invaded the latter two
 
countries. How can you explain this
 
historical difference?Was it ever pos-
sible for Japan to take a different course
 
than it actually did?
4.In encountering with the Western civili-
zation,Meiji Japan adopted the method
 
of almost all-out Westernization (欧化
論),while China and Korea tried to keep
 
their cultures as much as possible
 
according to their own thinking,namely,
China by “Chinese ends and Western
 
means” (中体西用論) and Korea by
“Eastern spirit and Western matters”
(東道西器論). But would you say that
 
all-out Westernization was possible as
 
much as Chinese and Korean methods
 
were possible?
5.You can write your essay on any other
 
pertinent question of your own choice.
5. List of the Students’FinalPapers
(in random order)
Effects of Sino-Japanese War
 
Understanding and Using Inter national
 
Law:A Comparison of Japan,Korea,and
 
China in the19?Century
 
Pursuing National Identity in East Asia at
 
the Age of Globalization: Focusing on
 
Diffusion of Culture and International
 
Marriage
 
The Different Opinion on Double Citizen-
ship in Korea and Future of Regional
 
Cooperation
 
Japan’s Unpaid Debt and Uneasy Regional
 
Cooperation in East Asia
 
The ‘Floating World’of Kuki Shuzo:
Authenticity in Culture
 
The Chinese and Japanese Migration to
 
the United States:Two Views of Immigra-
tion
 
Trends of International Migration
 
Student Activities and International Coop-
eration between Korea and Japan:A Case
 
Study on “Korea-Japan Student Conven-
tion”
Anti-American and Anti-Japanese Nation-
alism and the Ambivalence: Social Dar-
winistic Feature of Modern Korean
 
Nationalism
 
Japanese Soft Power
 
Appendix: Conversations between Mori
 
Arinori and Li Hong-zhang in 1876
 
Minutes of the Second Meeting of Mori
 
Arinori,Japanese Minister to China,with
 Li Hong-zhang,Governor-General of Qing
 
Empire
 
on January25,1876in Bao-ding,China
(translated from Japanese by Kenichiro
 
Hirano)
Li:I have admiration for almost all that
 
your country has carried out in recent
 
years.However,there is one thing that
 
I can by no means admire.That is that
 
your country has changed the institu-
tion of clothes to imitate the Western
 
style.
Mori:The reason for the change is quite
 
simple, requiring a few words of
 
explanation.To begin with,the tradi-
tional clothes of our country are, as
 
you have probably seen, easy and
 
pleasant,quite suitable for those peo-
ple who lead an uneventful and idle
 
life.But they do not fit at all for those
 
who lead an eventful life, engaged in
 
work.Therefore, they were appropri-
ate for the circumstances of the past,
but they are very inconvenient indeed
 
for today’s circumstances.This is why
 
we changed the old institution to
 
adopt the new. This change has
 
brought to our country a great deal of
 
benefits.
Li: In the first place, the institution of
 
clothes is one of the things that make
 
people remember their ancestors’
instructions.Thus,the posterity must
 
regard them precious and maintain
 
them for ever.
Mori:Had the ancestors of our country
 
lived today, I have no doubt, they
 
would do exactly the same as we do.
About a thousand years ago, our
 
ancestors adopted the clothes of your
 
country the moment they realized that
 
yours were superior to ours.It can be
 
said to be a good custom of our coun-
try that we imitate other’s good,what-
ever it might be.
Li:It was the wisest that the ancestors of
 
your country adopted the clothes of
 
our country, for the clothes of our
 
country are very easy to produce,only
 
using the products of your country.
They do not cost you an exorbitant
 
amount of unnecessary expenses that
 
you are now spending to imitate the
 
Western clothes.
Mori:That may be so,but first of all,from
 
our point of view,your clothes are less
 
than half equivalent to the Western
 
clothes that are refined and conve-
nient. With the hair hanging down
 
long and the shoes being big and
 
coarse, your clothes hardly fit our
 
people.I do not think that all the other
 
things of your country fit them well
 
either.But the Western clothes do fit.
Anyone who is not familiar with the
 
principles of economy may consider
 
the costs to be unnecessary,but labor
 
is the base for wealth and prosperity
 
and negligence is the cause for poverty
 
and drain. Your Excellency must
 
know this well. Our old clothes are
 
easy and pleasant but not simple and
 
convenient.As I said before, they fit
 
for negligence and do not fit for labor.
This is an example that shows that
 
our country discards things old and
 
adopts things new,because it does not
 
like being negligent and poor but
 
wants to be laborious and wealthy.We
 
expect that what we expense now will
 
be returned with limitless rewards in
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 future.
Li:You say so, but are Your Excellency
 
not ashamed that your country throws
 
away its traditional clothes to imitate
 
the Western customs and leaves your
 
country’s spirit of independence under
 
the control of Europe?
Mori:Not only that we are not ashamed at
 
all,but we wish to take pride of this
 
change. This change is not at all
 
forced upon us by others but what our
 
country has chosen for itself. Our
 
country always wants to adopt what-
ever excellent from whichever country
 
it may be, Asia, America and what
 
not,and try it for itself.
Li:Our country will never make such a
 
change. However, things such as
 
weapons, railroads, telegraph and
 
other machines are necessities and
 
they are very good at them, so we
 
cannot but take them from foreign
 
countries.
Mori:Generally speaking,who can deter-
mine in advance what will be good for
 
the future?In your country four hun-
dred years ago, no one would have
 
liked the current clothes that would be
 
instituted at the beginning of this
 
dynasty.
Li:It was a change only within our coun-
try; we never adopted the Western
 
customs.
Mori: But a change is a change. Espe-
cially,this change of your country was
 
forced upon and didn’t your people
 
dislike it?
Li: The change was carried out by the
 
charitable spirit of loyal subjects.
Now,let me ask you how you look at
 
the future course of relations between
 
Asia and Europe.
Mori:That is a big problem. I suppose
 
that the gist of this problem is the
 
competition among different groups of
 
people and among different religions
 
for authority and the competition
 
between the two big continents of the
 
world for knowledge and wealth and
 
power.I too am an Asian,but I cannot
 
but say that in my humble opinion,it
 
will still be several hundred years
 
before Asia can compete with Europe.
Generally speaking, the peoples of
 
Asia today are vulgar and they are not
 
far from the beast in their meanness
 
and bad taste.
Li:Why do you say that?
Mori: First of all, it is determined by
 
heaven that ladies must be valued
 
high,because they are the mothers of
 
human beings and the mothers of a
 
state and nation. But in any part of
 
Asia with no exception,they deal with
 
the ladies as if they were beasts,belit-
tling them and handling them immor-
ally. It is not without reason that I
 
argued that Asian peoples are vulgar.
I do not think I need dwell upon this
 
for you to understand.
Li:That is a very queer argument indeed.
Are you a Christian?
Mori:As for me,I do not believe in what
 
is called religion,whether it is Chris-
tianity,Buddhism,Islam or any other.
I am a layman as you see.I only make
 
it my aim to abide by the right way
 
everyday and not to do wrong to
 
others. But I find it very difficult
 
because my mind leads my mind
 
astray.
Li: How amazingly magnanimous your
 wisdom is! Even our great Confucius
 
should want to listen to such a dis-
course respectfully.I wonder why with
 
such a magnanimous wisdom you can-
not stop your country from commit-
ting imprudent, rash actions such as
 
sending troops to other countries
(footnote says,this refers to the expe-
dition to Korea). It is all the more
 
imprudent at present when your coun-
try has so big a drain from the trea-
sury that it owes debts to Europe.
Mori: No one who is thoughtful would
 
start a new enterprise without plan-
ning in advance.
Li:Of course,he would plan.But if your
 
country keeps accumulating foreign
 
debts without heeding to a huge
 
amount of expenses today,I am afraid
 
your country is destined to perish
 
finally.
Mori: If one takes an appropriate mea-
sure, debts are not necessarily to be
 
blamed. For example, you believe or
 
not, our country’s issuing bonds in
 
Europe does bring tremendous bene-
fits.
Li:How is it possible?Debts are never to
 
be allowed.
Mori:In previous days when our country
 
did not incur foreign debt,our people
 
had little knowledge of business man-
agement and little understanding of
 
the state affairs. Today, however,
exactly because we have foreign debt,
though in a very limited amount, the
 
people understand business manage-
ment,argue whether the management
 
is good or wrong,and pay good atten-
tion to the extent that they argue in
 
earnest when a mistake is made even
 
in one single deal in business manage-
ment.What is more, our country has
 
such a plan as to launch a hundred
 
different industries and to liquidate
 
foreign debt with the profits from
 
them and nowadays we see a real
 
success.With such being the case,we
 
can safely say that our country’s debt
 
has improved its finance.
Li:It is good that your country’s debt and
 
change of the clothes are the cause for
 
the happiness of the people of your
 
country.However, the more the debt
 
increases, the more the independence
 
of your country will be endangered.
Therefore,I cannot help but wish for
 
your country that from now on your
 
country would not ask Europe for
 
more debt.
Mori: I cannot be too grateful for your
 
Excellency’s concern.I sincerely hope
 
that there will be a chance for your
 
Excellency to pay visit to our country.
If you come,all your friends and our
 
country’s populace will certainly wel-
come you with full of heart.
Li:Thank you.I shall come to visit when
 
the opportunity arises.
(Source: Okubo Toshiaki, comp., Mori
 
Arinori Zenshu〔Collected Works of Mori
 
Arinori〕, Tokyo: Senbundo Publisher,
1972,vol.1,pp.162-166.)
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